Smart, Physical, Hilarious
Sketch Comedy

Who

Hot Thespian Action is a Winnipeg-based sketch comedy
troupe. What’s sketch comedy? Think along the lines
of Saturday Night Live, SCTV, MadTV, The Carol Burnett
Show, or Laugh In. Quick, witty, fast-paced comedy that’s
always changing and keeping you entertained.

We Are

Three-time
Canadian Comedy
Award Nominees:
Best Sketch Comedy
Troupe in Canada

With accomplishments ranging from appearing on the CBC Winnipeg
Comedy Festival television specials twice, to perpetual 5 star reviews
and sold out runs at the Winnipeg Fringe Festival, to traveling to
Toronto to headline at the Toronto Sketch Fest, we continue to
entertain audiences with our unique brand of often physical,
sometimes musical, always hilarious
sketch comedy.

What

We Can Do
For You

Have a Christmas party,
company wellness day, or town
festival coming up?
Let us entertain you!
Magicians and stand up
comedians are great,
but maybe it’s time for
something new!

Hot Thespian Action offers
your audience a welcome change: a hilarious,
entertaining evening of laughter, physicality, and
song.
We have a huge catalog of sketches to pull from
and can tailor our performance for the audience
and setting. We can offer a show for a town
festival, appropriate for teenagers and up, or a bit
more risqué performance for adults at a holiday
staff party. And anywhere in between!
Since we write our own (hilarious)
content, we can even write original
material, tailored right for your company
or town. Contact us for rates!

“This is about as good as comedy gets” -CBC

What

Others Are Saying

“As rising comedy stars go, there were none
brighter at this year’s [Comedy] fest than
local sketch troupe Hot Thespian Action....”
- Brad Oswald, Winnipeg Free Press

“The performances across the board are virtually pitch-perfect, and the troupe’s sense of sketch
comedy structure and pacing is extremely strong. It’s almost depressing how good they are so
young.”
– Dean Jenkinson, Writer: This Hour Has 22 Minutes, CBC.
“[HTA] unfailingly produces wildly entertaining sketch comedy that gives the genre a good name.
It’s not just the uniformly adroit performances — beautifully timed, with a physicality that can be
graceful or goofy as required — but the bizarre, brilliant territory this troupe’s fevered collective brain
explores.... Hands down the best sketch comedy in Winnipeg. Somebody give these folks a TV show.
- Jill Wilson, Winnipeg Free Press.
“Their uproarious physical comedy, flawless timing and cleverly written subject matter are
utterly bang-on, and the laughs come just as easily as does the craving to see
their shows again and again.”
- Julijana Capone, Uptown Magazine.
“Every thoughtfully penned sketch keeps the laughs flowing so
consistently throughout the hour that it’s a shame it has to end.”
- Lindsay Ward, Winnipeg Sun.
“Side-splitting, snappy and sassy, Hot Thespian Action is hands down
(yeah, I said it) the best sketch comedy troupe in Winnipeg.”
- Jared Story, Uptown Magazine.

Rates
20 Min Set
30 Min Set
40 Min Set
Full 60 Min Show (1-2 Performances)
Full 60 Min Show (3-4 Performances)
Full 60 Min Show (5+ Performances)
Out of Winnipeg Performances
Out of Winnipeg - Late Night
(Accommodations)

$1,750
$2,000
$2,500
$2,750/Performance
$2,500/Performance
$2,250/Performance

Fee + Mileage

Fee + Mileage + $250

We can write a tailor-made show for
you! Contact us for rates!

ContactUs!
(204) 997-4183
www.hotthespianaction.com
info@hotthespianaction.com
youtube.com/hotthespianaction
facebook.com/hotthespianaction
twitter.com/thehotthespians

